Audi Q7

The new paradigm of luxury,
			
performance and function.

ifc

Its real beauty?
It’s whatever you want it to be.
Difficult to define, yet easy to drive, the Audi Q7 is a luxury car with a
decidedly practical side. Brimming with safety features, it offers unmatched
utility, thanks in part to its numerous interior configuration options.
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The ability to control more than the road.
With available features like a power liftgate, second-row seating that slides
forward for easy third-row access, DVD navigation, rearview camera and flat
folding second and third-row seating, the Audi Q7 embodies convenient luxury.
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Power to do more than accelerate.
The Audi Q7 enjoys the pairing of legendary quattro® all-wheel
drive with the advanced technology of Audi FSI® Direct Injection
power, where precise control of air and fuel mixtures results in
optimum power and enhanced efficiency.* The total effect is a
new level of driving confidence in a variety of conditions.

*	Fuel economy estimates city/highway: 14/20 mpg (Audi Q7 3.6), 13/18 mpg (Audi Q7 4.2). EPA estimate: your mileage may vary.
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Audi Q7. 3.6

1

2

4

1.

Leather seating surfaces | The superior quality of leather and impeccable
craftsmanship complement the strong side support and pronounced shoulder
restraint of the seat design while adding to the elegant, dynamic and versatile
driving experience.
2.

Aluminum inlays | The quality of materials and craftsmanship of the
Audi Q7 interior is highlighted by elegant and sporty aluminum decorative
inlays extending across the center console and doors.
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3.

Privacy glass | The dark-tinted glass on rear windows provides passengers
with extra privacy. The windows reduce the intensity of sunlight and heat buildup
in the vehicle’s interior. That means more comfort, particularly in the summer.
+

SIRIUS® Satellite Radio | Enjoy commercial-free music and more, available
with a subscription to the SIRIUS® Satellite Radio network.
4.

18" wheel with all-season tires | 18" alloy five-double-spoke wheel design
with all-season tires.
5.

Twelve-way power front seats | Includes four-way power lumbar
adjustment and adjustable head restraints.
+

Trip computer | The advanced trip computer within the driver information
system gives the driver convenient and easily accessible information vital to
the driving experience. Functions include timer, miles-to-empty, average MPG,
average MPH and instant MPG.
+

Audi premium sound system with six-disc CD player | Optimum
acoustics are achieved by the Audi sound system’s 180 watts of power with
ten total speakers, including two in each door, a subwoofer in the cargo panel
and a center fill speaker.
12

+ Feature not shown.
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Audi Q7. 3.6 Premium
1.

1 2

4

Seven-passenger seating | The 50/50 split-folding third-row seating with collapsible
headrests provides ample room for extra passengers or cargo space in the Audi Q7. The
vehicle is also equipped with the easy entry feature, making rear-seat access easier,
while keeping the seat in the adjustment position previously selected.
2.

Twelve-way power adjustable, heated front seats | The multilevel seat heating system
is designed to heat the entire surface of the seat; warming is initiated with a convenient knob.
3.

Wood decorative inlays | The genuine wood decorative inlays in the center console and door
panels add a refined touch of luxury to the Audi Q7.
4.

Power tailgate | The tailgate conveniently opens and closes with the touch of a button.
The desired opening height can also be individually adjusted.
5.

Aluminum roof rails and window trim | The elegant and sporty aluminum roof rails and
window trim on the Audi Q7 complement the progressive design of the vehicle. Because the roof
rails are aerodynamically shaped, they generate minimal wind noise, and expand upon the variety
of ways the vehicle can be used.
+

Bluetooth® | The Bluetooth® hands-free phone interface allows you to pair a Bluetooth-enabled
mobile phone with your Audi and access your phone book within the driver information system
or MMI® screen in your instrument panel. For specific compatibility and operation, refer to
audiusa.com/bluetooth or contact your local Audi dealer for the latest listing of compatible phones.
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+

Audi music interface | The Audi music interface offers intelligent integration with the
iPod®. Any iPod Generation 4 and higher (iPod, iPod nano, iPod photo) equipped with the
Dock Connector may be connected through the center console, and full iPod controls are
available through the MMI® screen.
+

Parktronic | Ultrasonic sensors measure the distance from the rear bumper to obstacles
while intermittent audible tones indicate the distance to the driver. The Audi parking aid makes
driving more relaxed and parking easier.
+

Auto-dimming interior mirror with compass | The rearview mirror with compass
recognizes distracting bright light behind the car and darkens the mirror glass automatically.
+

HomeLink® universal garage door opener | HomeLink® is integrated into the overhead
controls and uses a simple three-button system that controls garage doors, gates and even
lights in the home.
Audi Q7 3.6 Premium includes equipment found on the Audi Q7 3.6. Equipment may vary depending on upgraded features.

+ Feature not shown.
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Audi Q7. 3.6 Premium Plus

1

4

1.

BOSE® Surround Sound with AudioPilot® noise compensation | The 14 speakers include
a center speaker and subwoofer matched with an eight-channel DSP amplifier with a total output
of 255 watts. A microphone measures noise level and adjusts stereo volume accordingly, resulting
in balanced sound despite background noise.
2.

Color driver information system with trip computer | User-friendly interface includes
radio, telephone and navigation data, as well as information on the current operating status,
which monitors the condition of vehicle components. The advanced trip computer within
the driver information system gives the driver convenient and easily accessible information
vital to the driving experience. Functions include timer, miles-to-empty, average MPG,
average MPH and instant MPG.
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3.

Memory for driver seat and exterior mirrors | The technologically advanced memory
system automatically adjusts the seat’s fore/aft position, height, angle of seat cushion and
seat back settings as well as exterior mirrors, based on the key that is being used.
4.

Audi Navigation system | The DVD-based Audi Navigation system features a full-color
LCD screen and MMI® control. Navigation information is given as audible route guidance
prompts and turn arrows via the color driver information system, as well as a detailed color
map on the main screen.
5.

Audi parking system advanced | The rearview camera offers a real-time view of the rear
parking area, while the front and rear ultrasonic parking sensors measure the distance to
the nearest objects and intermittent audible tones indicate the distance to the driver.
+

Auto-dimming and power-folding exterior mirrors | The exterior mirrors with automatic
dimming recognize glaringly bright headlight beams behind the car and darken the mirror
glass automatically. The power-folding feature helps protect the mirrors by collapsing them
inward to fit in tight spaces.
Audi Q7 3.6 Premium Plus includes equipment found on the Audi Q7 3.6 Premium. Equipment may vary depending on upgraded features.

+ Feature not shown.
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Audi Q7. 3.6 | 4.2 Prestige

1

2

1. [Standard on 4.2 Prestige, optional on 3.6 Prestige]

20" bicolor wheel with all-season tires | 20" bicolor alloy five-double-spoke
wheel design with all-season tires.
2.

Audi xenon plus lighting | These high-intensity discharge headlights produce about
twice as much light as comparable halogen headlights, and make night driving, particularly
in poor weather, safer and less tiring for the driver’s eyes.
3.

Audi side assist | Audi side assist system monitors the blind spot areas, as well as
fast approaching vehicles, at a range of about 150 ft. to the rear of the car. If Audi side assist
identifies another vehicle, it informs the driver via LED lights in the exterior mirror.
4. [4.2 Prestige exclusive]

Wood shift knob | The genuine wood shift knob adds a refined touch of luxury
to the superior interior design of the Audi Q7.
+

Advanced key | With Audi Advanced key, the car can be unlocked and started without
removing the key from a pocket or purse. At the same time, the steering is released
and the ignition turned on electronically – all without inserting the key in the ignition.
+

Voice recognition | The Audi voice control system can be used to operate the most
important navigation, radio and hands-free car phone functions by speaking the
necessary commands.
+ [4.2 Prestige exclusive]

Contrast painted lower valances | The contrast painted lower valances on the
Audi Q7 add a unique touch to the vehicle, distinguishing the exterior colors for a look
that suits the driver’s personal preference.
Audi Q7 3.6 + 4.2 Prestige includes equipment found on the Audi Q7 3.6 Premium Plus. Equipment may vary depending on upgraded features.

+ Feature not shown.
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Audi Q7. S line Package

3

4

5

1

1.

Exterior features | The exterior S line features of the Audi Q7 include 20"
all-season wheels, modified grille, high-powered headlight washers, S line
front and rear bumpers, side valances and S line badging.
2.

20" wheel with all-season tires | 20" alloy five-spoke wheel design
with all-season tires.
3.

Brushed aluminum inlays | The quality of materials and craftsmanship
of the Audi Q7 interior is highlighted by elegant and sporty brushed aluminum
decorative inlays extending across the center console and doors.
4.

S line aluminum door sills | The interior S line features of the Audi Q7
include brushed aluminum door sills with S line badging.
5.

Sport steering wheel | The three-spoke leather-covered design has a
sporty look and feel, further accented in the S line Package by contrast-color
stitching and the S line badge. The multifunction steering wheel provides
easy access to infotainment functions.
+

2
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Headlight washers | The retractable, high-pressure headlight washers
concealed in the front bumper are activated when the driver washes
the windshield and the headlamps are on.
+ Feature not shown.

Audi Q7. Packages

1

2

4
Luxury Package

[4.2 Prestige exclusive]

2.

Leather-wrapped instrument panel top, center console, door armrests and pulls |
The finely-crafted interior of the Audi Q7 is highlighted by the leather instrument panel
top, center console and door armrests, truly ensconcing the driver in luxury.

Convenience Package

[3.6 only]

3.

Premium Cricket leather | This premium interior is soft to the touch, colorful,

1.

comfortable, durable, easy to maintain, versatile and unique.

Power tailgate | The tailgate conveniently opens and closes with the touch of
a button. The desired opening height can also be individually adjusted.

3.

Alcantara headliner | The Alcantara headliner is a unique and revolutionary
suede-like fabric that is soft to the touch, durable and easy to maintain.

+

Auto-dimming interior mirror with compass | The rearview mirror with compass
recognizes distracting bright light behind the car and darkens the mirror glass automatically.

5

+

Bluetooth® | The Bluetooth® hands-free phone interface allows you to pair a

+

Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone with your Audi and access your phone book within
the driver information system in your instrument panel. For specific compatibility
and operation, refer to audiusa.com/bluetooth or contact your local Audi dealer for
the latest listing of compatible phones.

Heated rear seats | The multilevel seat heating system is designed to heat the
entire surface of the seat; warming is initiated with a convenient knob.
+

Heated four-spoke multifunction steering wheel | The heated, multifunction
four-spoke steering wheel provides easy access to audio volume, radio stations,
CD tracks, telephone dialing and the voice control system.

+

Heated front seats | The multilevel seat heating system is designed to heat
the entire surface of the seat; warming is initiated with a convenient knob.
+

HomeLink® universal garage door opener | HomeLink® is integrated into the
overhead controls and uses a simple three-button system that controls garage doors,
gates and even lights in the home.
+

MMI® advanced | The simple terminal distills advanced technology into a natural,

3
Warm Weather Package
4.

Four-zone climate control | Both driver and front passenger, as well as the occupants
of the outer rear seats, can select their required temperature and distribution of air
individually for their particular seat.

easy-to-use interface. Multi-Media Interface connects you with every advanced
system of your Audi, making a remarkable vehicle an intuitive extension of yourself.
Controlling infotainment functions and car settings will become second nature.
You will manage satellite radio, CDs and vehicle systems with ease, creating a
driving experience like no other.

Manual window shades for rear doors and tailgate | The window shades help

Towing Package

Offroad Style Package

+

5.

Trailer Hitch | The trailer hitch is capable of towing an impressive 6,600 lb.,
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Cold Weather Package

+

reduce the intensity of sunlight and heat buildup in the vehicle interior. That means
more comfort, particularly in the summer.

[4.2 Prestige only]

combining luxury with versatility.

Offroad Style Package features | Unique unpainted front and rear valances with
steel inserts, Offroad Style Package side sills and specific chrome exhaust tips.

+ Feature not shown.

+ Feature not shown.

Audi Q7. Options
1.

1

4

Panorama sunroof | The three-piece panorama sunroof produces a unique, refreshingly
airy driving experience and a light-filled interior atmosphere. Both front and rear glass
elements can be tilted, and the front panel can be opened along a length of 19 inches.
Outstanding fresh-air comfort combines with excellent aeroacoustics, including a mesh
wind deflector, for an extremely low noise buildup.
2. [4.2 Prestige exclusive]

Bang & Olufsen Advanced Sound System | This unrivaled sound system combines
state-of-the-art technologies, including Acoustic Lens technology, proprietary Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) and ICEpower digital amplification with a detailed study of the Audi interior.
More than a sound system built into a car, the system is the ultimate driving and listening
experience, a virtual concert hall on wheels with fourteen speakers and 1,000 plus watts.
3. [4.2 Prestige exclusive]

Luxury six-seat configuration | By replacing the middle bench with two captain’s chairs
and a fixed center console, this seat configuration comfortably accommodates six passengers
with ample leg, head and shoulder room. The luxury seating makes for a relaxed ride, no matter
your position in the vehicle.

5

4. [4.2 Prestige exclusive]

Audi adaptive air suspension | Adaptive air suspension is an electronically controlled
air suspension system at all four wheels with a continuously adaptive damping system.
A change in ride height results in a low center of gravity and significantly increased directional
stability. Uniting sporty handling with a high level of ride comfort, air suspension improves the
vehicle’s aerodynamics at the same time.

2

5.

19" wheel with all-season tires | 19" alloy five-arm V wheel design with all-season tires.
+

20" chrome wheel with summer performance tires* | 20" chrome five-double-spoke
wheel design with summer performance tires*.
+

21" S line wheel with summer performance tires* | 21" alloy seven-double-spoke
wheel design with summer performance tires*.
+ [4.2 Prestige exclusive]

Audi adaptive cruise control | Adaptive cruise control monitors distance to the vehicle
in front via radar sensors and automatically reduces speed, as well as resumes speed to
maintain the driver-selected safe distance.
+

Running boards | This sporty and functional option gives the driver and passengers easy
access in and out of the Audi Q7.
+

Rear side airbags** | Rear side airbags offer second-row outboard occupants enhanced
impact protection.
24

+ Feature not shown.
*	See page 32 for important information about summer performance tires.
**	A irbags are supplemental restraints only and will not deploy under all crash circumstances. Always use safety belts and seat children in the rear, using restraint systems appropriate for their size and age.
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Audi Q7. Wheels

1

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

4

1. Audi Q7 3.6, 3.6 Premium, 3.6 Premium Plus, 3.6 Prestige

18" alloy five-double-spoke wheel design with
all-season tires

2. Optional Wheel

19" alloy five-arm V wheel design with
all-season tires
3. Optional Wheel

20" bicolor alloy five-double-spoke wheel design
with all-season tires
4. Optional Wheel

20" chrome five-double-spoke wheel design with
summer performance tires*

5

6

5. S line Wheel

20" alloy five-spoke wheel design with all-season tires
6. Optional S line Wheel

21" alloy seven-double-spoke wheel design with
summer performance tires*
*Summer performance tires are designed for optimum performance and handling in warm
climates. They are not suitable for cold, snowy or icy weather conditions. If you drive under
those circumstances, you should equip your vehicle with all-season or winter tires, which
offer better traction under those conditions. We suggest you use the recommended winter
or all-season tires specified for your car or their equivalent. These summer performance tires
also have a lower aspect ratio, which aids performance and handling: however, in order to avoid
tire, rim or vehicle damage, it is important that the inflation pressure is regularly checked and
maintained at recommended levels. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur if the vehicle is
operated on rough or damaged road surfaces, or upon encountering road debris or obstacles.
Please also remember in making your selection that while these tires deliver responsive
handling, they may ride less comfortably and make more noise than other choices. Finally,
these tires may wear more quickly than other choices. For more information on all of these
topics, please consult the owner’s manual, your local dealer or call 1-800-FOR-AUDI.
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Audi Q7 and S line. Interior Seating and Inlay Options
Brushed Aluminum Inlay [S line]

Natural Walnut Wood Inlay

Olive Ash Beige Walnut Wood Inlay

Natural Walnut Wood Inlay

Aluminum Marlin Inlay [3.6 only]

Aluminum Marlin Inlay [3.6 only]

Aluminum Marlin Inlay [3.6 only]

Brown Tamo Wood Inlay

Black

Limestone Gray

Cardamom Beige

Espresso Brown [4.2 Prestige exclusive]

1
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2

3

4

Q7. Condor Gray metallic

Audi Q7. Make Yours.
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*E xterior Color available with S line only
Additional charge

†

Q7. Cobalt Blue metallic

Q7. Lava Gray pearl effect

Q7. Bahia Beige metallic

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

Q7. Garnet Red pearl effect†

Q7. Ice Silver metallic

Q7. Calla White

Q7. Phantom Black pearl effect

Q7. Quartz Gray pearl effect†

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

3

3

2

3

4

4

4

4

Q7. Mugello Blue pearl effect*

1

Q7. Daytona Gray pearl effect*

1

Audi Q7 Variants. 2009 Specifications
Q7 Package Content
Q7 Standard Equipment
Audi Q7 3.6
Audi Q7 3.6

Audi Q7
3.6 Premium

Audi Q7
4.2 Prestige

S

S

-

18" wheels, all-season tires

-

OPP PR

O

-

OPP PR

S

-

-

-

PR

S

Voice recognition

O

O

Rear side airbags

O

O

O

Premium paint charge

21" S line wheels, summer performance tires**

O

OPP PR

O

Panorama sunroof

-

Audi premium sound system with DSP

-

OPP PR

O

Running boards

S

S

Six-CD changer

-

OPP PR

S

Audi navigation with DVD ††

-

S

S

Audi music interface

-

PR

S

Audi advanced key

-

P

S

BOSE® Surround Sound

-

-

S

Contrast painted lower valances

O

Bang and Olufsen
Advanced Sound System

-

-

S

Wood shift knob

-

PR

S

Audi side assist

-

-

O

Audi adaptive air suspension

-

-

O

Audi adaptive cruise control

-

-

O

Luxury six-seat configuration
[second-row bucket seats with fixed center console]

O

S

S

Convenience Package: auto-dimming interior mirror with
compass, Bluetooth® hands-free phone interface, heated
front seats, HomeLink® universal garage door opener, MMI
advanced, power tailgate

O

O

O

Towing Package: trailer hitch, increased cooling capacity,
6,600 lb. towing capacity

-

O

O

Cold Weather Package: heated rear seats, heated
four-spoke multifunction steering wheel

-

O

S

Warm Weather Package: 4-zone climate control, manual
window shades for rear doors and tailgate

-

-

O

Luxury Package: leather instrument panel top, leather
door armrests and pulls, leather center console,
premium Cricket leather, Alcantara headliner [gray
or beige, depending on trim]

-

-

O

Offroad Style Package: unique unpainted front and rear
valances with steel inserts, offroad style package side
sills, offroad style package specific chrome exhaust tips

O

20" chrome wheels, all-season tires

OPP PR

O

S

S

S

Safety & Security

S

Servotronic ® electromechanical steering with speed-dependent power assistance

S

S

S

Tire-pressure monitoring system

S

S

S

Electronic Stabilization Program [ESP ®] with rollover mitigation, offroad mode and Hill Descent Assist

S

S

S

Electronic Differential Lock [EDL]

S

S

S

Anti-slip Regulation [ASR]

S

-

-

MMI Basic

S

S

S

Anti-lock brake system with vacuum power assist, Electronic Brake-pressure Distribution [EBD] and electronic Brake Assist

O

S

S

MMI Advanced

S

S

S

Sideguard™ head protection airbags for front and rear occupants [including third row] with rollover sensor *

S

-

-

Black roof rails and window trim

S

S

S

Driver and front passenger dual-stage and dual-threshold next-generation airbag supplemental restraints with occupant sensor *

-

S

S

Aluminum roof rails and window trim

S

S

S

Driver and front passenger seat-mounted chest side airbags and optional rear side airbags*

S

-

-

Aluminum decorative inlays

S

S

S

Front three-point safety belts with automatic pre-tensioning, height-adjustable upper mounts and force limiters

-

S

S

Wood decorative inlays

S

S

Privacy glass

S

S

Three rear three-point safety belts with automatic pre-tensioning [height-adjustable upper mounts for first and second row outer
passengers] is standard on all models

S

O

S

S

-

Trip computer

S

S

S

Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children [LATCH] in rear seats

-

P

S

Color trip computer

S

S

S

SIRIUS® Satellite Radio

-

S

S

Third-row head restraints

S

S

S

Programmable daytime running lights [Dealer programmable on 3.6 models]

S

S

S

Electric child lock with separate controls

S

S

S

Anti-theft vehicle alarm system with immobilizer

S

S

S

Light/rain sensor

-

PP | PR

Audi Q7
4.2 Prestige
S

-

-

S

S

S

Leather seating surfaces, twelve-way power front seats

O

S

S

Heated front seats

-

P

S

Memory for driver seat

S

-

-

Five-passenger configuration

-

S

S

Third-row of seats

O

S

S

Auto-dimming interior mirror with compass

-

PP

S

Auto-dimming and power-folding exterior mirrors

Convenience

-

S

-

Parktronic [rear parking sensors only]

Audi parking system advanced [APS] with rearview camera

-

PP | PR

S

Audi parking system advanced
with rearview camera

O

S

S

Power tailgate

O

S

-

HomeLink ® universal garage door opener

O

S

S

Bluetooth® hands-free phone interface†

* Airbags are supplemental restraints only and will not deploy under all accident circumstances. Always use safety belts and seat children in the rear, using restraint systems appropriate for their size and age.
** Summer performance tires are designed for optimum performance and handling in warm climates. They are not suitable for cold, snowy or icy weather conditions. If you drive under those circumstances, you should equip your
vehicle with all-season or winter tires, which offer better traction under those conditions. We suggest you use the recommended winter or all-season tires specified for your car or its equivalent. These summer performance tires
also have a lower aspect ratio, which aids performance and handling: however, in order to avoid tire, rim or vehicle damage, it is important that the inflation pressure is regularly checked and maintained at recommended levels.
Serious wheel and tire damage may occur if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or upon encountering road debris or obstacles. Please also remember in making your selection that while these tires deliver
responsive handling, they may ride less comfortably and make more noise than other choices. Finally, these tires may wear more quickly than other choices. For more information on all of these topics, please consult the owner’s
manual or your local dealer or call 1-800-FOR-AUDI.
† Your Audi vehicle is equipped with a phone preparation utilizing the Bluetooth® interface to enable hands-free functionality (compatible mobile phones sold separately). You will need a Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone in order
to utilize this function. Not all Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone models are compatible with Audi’s phone preparation. Visit audiusa.com/bluetooth, or contact your local Audi dealer for the latest listing of compatible phones. Audi
recommends use of the Audi phone cradle (sold separately) with your mobile phone while operating this vehicle.
†† Audi Navigation plus depends on signals from the worldwide Global Positioning Satellite network. The vehicle’s electrical system, and existing wireless and satellite technologies, must be available and operating properly for
the system to function. The system is designed to provide you with suggested routes in locating addresses, destinations and other points of interest. Changes in street names, construction zones, traffic flow, points of interest and
other road system changes are beyond the control of Audi of America, Inc. Complete detailed mapping of lanes, roads, streets, toll roads, highways, etc., is not possible; therefore you may encounter discrepancies between the
mapping and your actual location. Please rely on your individual judgement in determining whether or not to follow a suggested Audi Navigation plus route. Periodically, the mapping is updated, and a new DVD will be required in
order to maintain the latest navigation information available to us. These will be available for purchase from time to time at additional cost. Consult your dealer or call 1-800-FOR-AUDI for details.

Features
Audi xenon plus lighting

-

S

Audi Q7
4.2 Prestige
S

O

S

Audi Q7
3.6 Premium

Audi Q7
3.6 Premium

20" bicolor wheels, all-season tires

Front and rear suspension: double wishbone independent suspension

Audi Q7 3.6
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Audi Q7 3.6

19" wheels, all-season tires

Technical/Suspension

S

Audi Q7 3.6

Features

PR

S

Audi Q7
4.2 Prestige

Audi Q7
4.2 Prestige

-

S

Audi Q7
3.6 Premium

Audi Q7
3.6 Premium

-

Not Available

PP

Premium Plus

S

Standard

PR

Prestige

O
OP

-

OPP PR

Option

OPP

Optional with Premium Plus Package

Optional with Premium Package

OPR

Optional with Prestige Package

O

S line Package: 20" S line wheels with all-season
tires, brushed aluminum decorative inlays, headlight
washers, modified front grille, S line front and rear
bumpers and side valances, S line side-badging with
S line door sills, S line three-spoke multifunction
steering wheel with shift paddles, perforated leather
shift knob

Audi Q7. 2009 Specifications

Audi Q7. Model Configurations

68.4"

Audi Q7 3.6 280 hp with six-speed Tiptronic® automatic transmission and quattro® all-wheel drive
Audi Q7 4.2 350 hp with six-speed Tiptronic® automatic transmission and quattro® all-wheel drive
48.1"

65.0"

66.0"

78.0"

85.7"

Power and Performance
 80 hp: DOHC 3.6 liter V6 with FSI® Direct Injection
Q7 3.6 | 2

68.4"
68.4"

31.1"

39.0"

40.6"

and variable valve timing

32.9"

48.1"
48.1"

65.0"
65.0"

66.0"
66.0"

78.0"
78.0"

85.7"
85.7"

40

38.0"

118.2"

31.1"
31.1"

39.0"
39.0"

variable intake manifold and continuous camshaft adjustment

| Displacement: 3.6 liters

| Displacement: 4.2 liters

| Bore: 3.50 in. Stroke: 3.80 in. Compression ratio: 12.0:1

| Bore: 3.33 in. Stroke: 3.65 in. Compression ratio: 12.5:1

| Horsepower: 280 hp @ 6200 rpm

| Horsepower: 350 hp @ 6800 rpm

| Torque: 266 lb-ft. @ 2750 rpm

| Torque: 325 lb-ft. @ 3500 rpm

| 0
 –60 mph in seconds: 8.2

| 0 -60 mph in seconds: 7.0

| Top track speed : 130 mph

| Top track speed1: 130 mph

| Fuel economy estimates, city/highway 2: 14/20 mpg

| Fuel economy estimates, city/highway 2: 13/18 mpg

1

44.0"

200.2"

1

40.6"
40.6"

Q7 4.2 | 350 hp: DOHC 90-degree 4.2 liter V8 with FSI® Direct Injection,

Top track speed electronically limited to 130 mph in the U.S.

2

EPA estimate: your mileage may vary. See your local Audi dealer for details.

audiusa.com

Note: A word about this brochure. Audi of America,
Inc. believes the specifications in this brochure to be

2009 Audi Q7

correct at the time of printing. However, specifications,
standard equipment, options and colors are subject
to change without notice. Some equipment may be
unavailable when your vehicle is built. Please ask
your dealer for advice concerning current availability
of standard and optional equipment and verify that
your vehicle will include the equipment you ordered.

If all of this wasn’t enough to convince you,
		
perhaps a visit to your nearest dealer will.

Vehicles in this brochure are shown with optional
equipment. See your dealer for complete details on the
new vehicle limited warranty, 12-year limited warranty
against corrosion, perforation and Audi 24/7 Roadside
Assistance (Coverage provided by Road America in
the U.S. Certain conditions apply, see your dealer for
details). Tires supplied by various manufacturers.
“Truth in Engineering” is a trademark of Audi of
America, Inc. “Audi,” “quattro,” “Audi Q7”, “multitronic,”
“FrontTrak,” “FSI,” the four rings and Audi emblems
are registered trademarks of Audi AG. “Servotronic”
is

a

registered

trademark

of

the

AM

General

Corporation. “Tiptronic” is a registered trademark
of Dr. Ing h.c. F. Porsche Ag. ”Alcantara“ is
registered
is

a

trademark

registered

of

Alcantara

trademark

of

S.P.A.

a

“ESP”

DaimlerChryslerAg.

“HomeLink” is a registered trademark of Prince
Corporation, Holland, Michigan. Prince is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Johnson Controls™. “SIRIUS”
is a registered trademark of SIRIUS Satellite Radio,
Inc. “SD” is a registered trademark of the SD Card
Association. “Bluetooth” is a registered trademark
of Bluetooth SIG. “iPod” is a registered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc.
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